Private Tour of 8 days / 7 nights
Umalas – Ubud
2 unique excursions + Happy Mathis advantages
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Tropical Gardens

UMALAS – South Bali
3 nights at Villa Mathis
Stay in Double Deluxe Room including breakfast

Days 1 to 4
Transfer and welcome drink upon your arrival at the hotel
Meet our English-speaking manager
A haven of peace just minutes away from the beach and the entertainment
activities of Seminyak and Canggu. The ideal place to rest and enjoy the 4
pools located on 1 hectare of tropical gardens, in a relaxed and romantic
atmosphere
`

Happy Mathis Advantage:
Candle lit dinner served
in the gardens of the property.

Tanah Lot and Mengwi Temples
One-day excursion included, with your own driver/guide. Morning start
from Villa Mathis to visit the Tanah Lot temple, located on the sea shore.
Probably the most famous and most photographed temple of Bali.
Onwards to Mengwi with the visit of the Taman Ayun temple.
Erected during the mid-XVIIe century by the royal family of Mengwi.
Stop-over at the traditional market of Sukawati, followed by a visit of
painters and woodcarving artists. Arrival late afternoon at Mathis Retreat
Ubud for the second part of your trip.
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Ricefield Views

UBUD – Central Bali
4 nights at Mathis Retreat
Stay in Double Deluxe Room including breakfast

Days 4 to 8
Transfer and welcome drink upon your arrival at the hotel
Meet our English-speaking manager
A charming and intimate boutique hotel offering a spectacular landscape
of rice fields with exceptional views,
opposite the rice fields of Ubud.
The hotel contains the renowned restaurant Terracotta featuring
an excellent selection of western and Indonesian dishes.
Happy Mathis Advantage:
Traditional Balinese massage facing
the rice fields of the property

Jatiluwih, Lacs Bratan and Tambligan
One-day excursion included, with your own driver/guide. Morning start
towards one of the most beautiful valleys of Bali;
The Jatiluwih rice fields are heritage-listed by UNESCO.
Stop-over at the authentic Bedugul fruit & vegetable market.
Arrival at lake Bratan and visit of the Ulun Danu temple, located on the
shore of a lake and dedicated to the goddess of the waters.
Walk around the lake Tamblingan with extra trek (optional) in a pristine
forest with return on a raft over the lake.
Return to Mathis Retreat towards the end of the day.
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